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FATHER OF INMATE WHO DIED FROM MEDICATION SAYS

She had slurred speech

Prisons’
statement

REPORTS: RENNIE WHANG
wrennie@sph.com.sg

“I hope the
Prisons wake
up their idea.’

H

E KNEW there was something
wrong with his daughter, who
was in prison, because she had
slurred speech and slow reaction.
But when he told prison officers of her
condition, Mr Lian Hock Kwee, 59, said
nothing was done.
– Mr Lian Hock Kwee (right),
From the time Ms Lian Huizuan was
whose daughter died when
jailed for drug abuse on May 6, 2010, to the
she was a Changi Women’s
day she died after collapsing after a drill
Prisons inmate
on March 2, 2011, he visited her about six
times.
And almost every time, he told officers
there was something wrong with her, he
said.
Ms Lian, 27, died due to toxicity from
drugs she was taking for depression, in the
presence of a chronic hepatitis C infection.
State Coroner Janet Wang said yesterday “from evidence, the most probable
cause of death was slow and sustained
increase of amitriptyline toxicity... with
chronic hepatitis C infection (that was)
undetected from timely intervention...
“A greater degree of supervision by her best. She was staying with us (Mr Lian
medical and non-medical staff could have and his second wife). She was hoping her
(resulted in early detection).” (See report children could grow up well. In the end, she
still succumbed to it.”
on right.)
The girls are in a children’s home but
Mr Lian told The New Paper yesterday:
stay
with Mr Lian on weekends and school
“If there’s something (inmates) tell us parents, and we tell (the prisons), don’t ignore holidays. He is trying to apply for custody
it. There must be mutual communica- of the children.
Ms Lian was in divorce proceedings
tion... We, too, would like to give our child
when she died. Her husband is in and out
a second chance.”
He said he noticed the changes in his of prison, said Mr Lian.
The taxi driver added he was upset prisdaughter especially after she was hospitalon staff called him only about two hours
ised from Aug 27 to Sept 4 in 2010.
When he asked her why she was slur- after she was declared dead.
He was told to show up at the mortuary
ring and so slow, she said the doctor had
the next day, he said. By then, her autopsy
changed her medication.
News
had already been
He told her to ask if
done.
the doctor could re“When the childuce the dosage and
dren saw her, they
she said there was no
were
shocked...
point as he would not
their
personalities
believe her, he said.
changed. One of them
“I hope the Prisons Death of inmate
became too quiet,
wake up their idea (get
linked to medication
she keeps forgetting
its act together). (InThree drugs she was
treated with a factor,
things, does everymates like her) are sencoroner’s inquiry hears THE NEW PAPER, DEC 7, 2012
thing so slowly. The
tenced for rehabilitaS
tion. They should be more proactive
with other one is too street-smart, started telling
the inmates. They are addicts who should lies, stealing.”
He saidFourMs
Lian
be given care,” he said. Ex-SPH
ex-SMRT
bus was close to her kids:
drivers out on bail
senior VP
“Sticky
like
bubblegum.
Everywhere they
Mr Lian said he was upset
to
hear
about
fined
went, everything they did had to be tothe quality of the medical $100,000
care.
“It’s really ridiculous. (Four minutes gether.”
per patient) is so fast... I had (previously)
He took them to the prisons about three
accompanied her to the Institute of Men- times to see their mother, including the last
tal Health to see the psychiatrist there and time he saw his daughter.
so many questions were asked. The time is
“I could feel she was sad she couldn’t be
so short they probably can’t see what’s go- with her children.”
ing on.”
For now, Mr Lian keeps in a Ziploc bag
Ms Lian had previously been jailed his prison’s visitor card, news clippings on
twice for theft and substance abuse. After his daughter, and her death certificate.
her second conviction though, she tried to
It’s for the kids, he said.
change for the better, Mr Lian said.
“When they grow up and wonder what
She previously took no pains to hide her happened to their mother. So they know
substance abuse, even sniffing glue in what I do, what I’ve done. How I want them
front of her daughters, now 9 and 11.
to be. I don’t want them to follow in her
“(But) because of her children, she tried footsteps.”
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INQUIRY:

Ms Lian
Huizuan’s
father, Mr Lian
Hock Kwee (in
black shirt next
to an
unidentified
man), attended
the coroner’s
inquiry into his
daughter’s
(left) death
yesterday.
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REPORTS: RENNIE WHANG
wrennie@sph.com.sg

HE was marching with other inmates in the prison yard when she was seen squatting down a few
times.
When a prison officer encouraged her to continue
marching, she said her legs were aching.
But she decided to continue with the drill.
Later, as she was taken back to her cell, she was slow
in climbing the stairs to the third floor, where she sat

and leaned against the wall. She could not drink the
water offered to her and was helped to the guardroom.
Two staff nurses who checked her eight minutes
later had problems finding her pulse. Subsequent attempts to revive her failed as she was taken to Changi
General Hospital and pronounced dead.
Yesterday was the coroner’s inquiry into the death of
Ms Lian Huizuan, 27, who was committed to Changi
Women’s Prison (CWP) on May 6, 2010, for drug consumption.
Before her death on March 2 last year, the mother of
two children aged eight and 10 was undergoing treatment for depression, asthma and hepatitis C.
She had been seen by the Institute of Mental Health
since 1997 and was put on psychiatric drugs.
While in prison, she was treated with medication
such as amitriptyline, chlorpromazine and valproate
for her depression.

The cause of her death was determined on Jan 25 to
be consistent with damage to the heart due to toxicity
from these three drugs, in the presence of chronic
hepatitis C infection.
Police investigations found that the prison psychiatrist was unaware of some issues Ms Lian faced that
could have an effect on her life, including her pre-existing medical condition and the 11 occasions of fits, falls
or faints she reportedly suffered from October 2010 to
February last year.
Such information was in the Inmate’s Medical
Records, which he had access to during sick parades, a
dedicated time slot for inmates to report sick.
An independent expert and psychiatrist at the Institute of Mental Health, Dr Tejpal Singh, said the simultaneous use of the three drugs prescribed to Ms Lian was
not recommended.
Adequate monitoring should be done if the three
medicines were used together, he said.
Investigations showed that while five liver function
tests were done for her, other tests such as electrocardiograms to monitor the heart condition were not given.
The investigation also found that nurses from the
Raffles Medical Group, the medical service provider to
the Singapore Prison, failed to conform to requirements set by the Changi Women’s Prison to record all
dispensation of medication into the prescription chart.
They had explained that the prescription chart was
filled up based on memory and that mistakes on the
chart did not mean wrong dosages were given.
They said they followed an older process of referring
to the packet label while packing and dispensing medicine, but the police have been unable to retrieve any
records of packet labels as these have been disposed of.
Ms Lian’s father, taxi driver Mr Lian Hock Kwee, 59,
was in court yesterday.
The inquiry continues today .

FINED:

FOR his acts of corruption and criminal
breach of trust, Peter Khoo, a former
Singapore Press Holdings (SPH) senior
vice-president, was fined $100,000
yesterday.
In August, Khoo, 49, had pleaded guilty
to two counts of corruption and one of
criminal breach of trust.
Seven other charges were taken into
consideration.
At the time of his offences, Khoo, who
had been working with SPH for 22 years,
was a senior vice-president in SPH’s
English and Malay Newspapers Division
and head of its Editorial Projects Unit.

Peter Khoo,
49, had
pleaded
guilty in
August to
two counts
of
corruption
and one of
criminal
breach of
trust.
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Khoo was also ordered to pay a penalty
of $83,500 in default of 16 weeks’
imprisonment. This was the total
gratification he received, and had already
been paid back after he confessed in 2010.
Khoo had confessed on his own accord
in 2010 to taking a total of $196,500
including $83,500 in bribes and pocketing

over $23,000 worth of CapitaLand
vouchers.
For his acts of corruption, Khoo
could have been jailed up to five years
or fined a maximum of $100,000 or
both.
For criminal breach of trust, he
could have been jailed up to seven
years, or fined, or both.

THE four former SMRT bus drivers who have
been charged with instigating an illegal strike on
Nov 26 and 27 were granted bail yesterday.
The four left the Subordinate Courts
accompanied by a small group of unidentified
people.
It is also not known who posted their bail,
although lawyer M. Ravi and representatives
from migrant worker groups were present to
help in the process, reported The Straits Times
Online.
Bail for He Jun Ling, 32, was $20,000, while his
compatriots, Gao Yue Qiang, 32, Liu Xiangying,
33, and Wang Xianjie, 39, had theirs set at $10,000
each.
All four will have their passports impounded.
He had a higher bail as he faces two charges of
inciting the strike, while the other three men face
one charge each.
He had allegedly made an online posting on
Chinese website, Baidu, asking his fellow SMRT
Chinese drivers to take MCs together on the two
days.
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“THE Singapore Prison Service extends our
condolences to the family of Lian Huizuan.
We wish to reaffirm our commitment in
ensuring the safe and secure custody of all
inmates under our care.
Immediate medical attention is provided
when inmates report any feeling of discomfort or are found to be ill at any point of their
incarceration.
In the case of Lian Huizuan, she received
immediate medical care and attention from
the staff of Raffles Medical Group, Prisons’
appointed medical service provider at the
time.
As of 2013, Parkway Shenton has taken
over as our appointed medical service
provider. We will work closely with them to
continue to provide quality health care to
inmates, so as to ensure prompt detection
of unwell inmates and provision of proper
medical attention.”

Coroner urges prison
to fix systemic gaps
STATE Coroner Janet Wang said yesterday that gaps in the prison system played
a part in Ms Lian Huizuan’s death.
She had been undergoing treatment
for depression, asthma and hepatitis C.
She was treated with three types of drugs
for her depression.
The cause of her death was toxicity
from these drugs, in the presence of a
chronic hepatitis C infection.
Ms Wang said this case showed that
there could have been better communication, a higher doctor-patient ratio and
more care in documentation of dosages
at the prison.

BETTER
COMMUNICATION
The prison’s doctor and psychiatrist, both
from Raffles Medical Group, should have
been “mindful of pre-existing medical
conditions and the effects of medicines
prescribed”.
“Cross referencing of (their) case
notes was sparing.”

HIGHER DOCTORPATIENT RATIO
The inmates were overseen by a “markedly small” number of medical staff over
“markedly short periods of time”. The
psychiatrist visited once weekly and
averaged four minutes per patient, for
example.

MORE CARE IN
DOCUMENTATION

Prescription charts contained documentation errors that were overlooked.
“No checks were done to ensure prescriptions on packets, prescription charts
and doctors’ case notes tallied... such a
process inevitably increased the risk of
mistakes.”
This also encouraged nursing staff to
“sign blindly without proper verification,
as seen in the present case”.
But since the labels corresponding to
Ms Lian’s packets had been discarded,
she said it was inconclusive whether an
incorrect dosage of medicine was given
to her.

NO REVIEW
It was of some concern that no review
was done on Ms Lian after she had been
hospitalised from Aug 27 to Sept 4, 2010,
on whether she was fit for drills.
“It would be ideal if prison officers are
attuned to the sensitivities of inmates, to
facilitate effective communication of their
concerns.”
Overall, she said: “This individual incident revealed various systemic lacunae
(gaps) which the prison system is urged
to review.”

